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INFORMATION REGARDING CALLS PRESENTED AND/OR SUPPORTED BY
2013 RAINBOW ROUND TABLE
I

TO ACCESS THE THREE WEEKLY CALLS via the Internet
A BBS RADIO Go To www.bbsradio.com ; click on Talk Radio Station #2; click on “64K Listen”

Thursday:

9 pm – 12:00 pm EST Stargate Round Table

Host: Marietta Robert

Friday:

9 pm – 2 am EST

Friday Night Hard News

Hosts: T & R

Saturday:

4:30 pm – 2 am EST

History of our Galactic World & NESARA

Hosts: T & R

Friday, Saturday:

From 10 – 11 pm EST, for one hour, the call moves to the Conference Call Line
[PIN below] and then returns to BBS Radio.
• Use the following phone numbers to ask questions or make comments during the radio show.
530 – 413 – 9537 [line 1]
530 – 763 – 1594 [line 2 & 3]
530 – 746 – 0341 [line 4]
• BBS Toll Free # in Canada, US 1 – 888-429-5471 This number picks up whichever line is available.

B Conference Call:
C Skype:

1-213 -342-3000

Thursday PIN #
Friday PIN #
Saturday PIN #

87 87 87#
23 23 23#
13 72 9#

BBSradio2

D Archives for the 3 Programs listed above:
● To access the FREE BBS archives for any of these programs:
• Go to BBSRadio.com; scroll down; click on the name of the call you want to access & the information page will
come up.
• Underneath the picture of the galaxy and the lotus, you will see a blue box with the words Program Archives.
• Click on that box to get to the listing of program archives.
• You can download the program to your own computer or listen directly.
● The website also has an archive section:
http://2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com/ look under the “Archives” tab for written notes.

II
A
B

TO ACCESS OTHER CALLS SUPPORTED BY 2013 Rainbow Roundtable
Sunday, Mondays: 9 – 10:30 EST

Cheryl Croci's Activation Calls
By telephone only:
1 – 213 - 342- 3000;

PIN 9467441#

Tuesdays, 2Nd & 4th of each month:
Ashtar on the Road
9:30 – 11:00 pm EST Host is Fran; Susan Leland channels Ashtar & Mother Sekhmet
www.Ashtarontheroad.com
▪ Phone Number: 1 – 559 – 726 – 1300;
PIN 163731#
▪ Call is free [except for long distance charges]
▪ Can also listen to the call via Skype

C Wednesdays:
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7:00 – 9:00 EST

The Friends of The Aboriginal Moabite Nation Call
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By telephone only:
1– 712-432-0900
Replay # [good for 1 week] 1-712- 432-0990
Opening Meditation:

Rainbird

Housekeeping:

Carolyn / Rainbird

BBS:

PIN 666238#
PIN 666238#

Thank you!

• A listener-supported radio program; we can access program archives on BBS
• We need $ 635 to complete last week and this week.
• Needs everyone of us to donate something, as we need to hear from all on the call.
• What we hear and learn feeds our minds and our souls!
• Go to BBS Radio 2; find the listing for Friday Night Hard News; find the Paypal button
• BBS appreciates getting cheques through the mail – no fees taken off by Paypal
• NO COST TO ACCESS THE ARCHIVES for any of the T & R PROGRAMS, or the one for
Thursday night / Marietta Robert
• Re: archives of the other programs on BBS: the money we pay to listen to someone else's
archives is put towards our BBS bill!
• The mailing address for those who do not like paying electronically:
BBS Network, Inc.
5167 Toyon Lane
Paradise, CA 95969
• Sending a check to BBS means all of your check is received; using Paypal incurs a fee.

T & R: • they need food & gas money this week – we honour the work they do!
• Can donate via the Paypal button on the website: www.2013RainbowRoundTable.ning.com
• Please notify them if you're sending something:

koran999@comcast.net

• Rama's mailing address for cheques, Money orders:

Ram D Berkowitz
1704 B Llano St, # 249
Santa Fe, NM 87505

• phone contact is via MariettaRobert:
317-773-0061
or by e-mail: stargatemarietta@gmail.com
• Remember you can book a session with Mother, as well!
MR:

• Please remember to support MariettaRobert's show, too

Hard News
T: a special from Al Jazeera by Joey Chan about the buffalo and bringing them back – used to be millions of
them, and they were often shot just for the fun of it!
• Thom Hartmann: spoke of Ted Kruz' father who was in a mega church; annointed his son as the king – Ted
Cruz goes all the way back to Paul Raywick who was Cruz' mentor.
• These guys were plotting from the 90s to shut the gov't down.
• Thom read a Ron Paul document about taking the whole gov't down with nothing for anyone.
R: has a bad tooth!
• Today the talk is of the gov't getting back to work, yet the greater story has to do with the cirminals in
Congress who took us to the brink. Sequestration is still in place. Has heard lots of stories, and about
people making money hand over fist.
• Ed Schultz: had on John Nichols and Paul the producer on the radio show
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• Randi Rhodes show today: talked of the Annunaki and their false god – putting Jehovah in place of Mother.
• She talked of the hybridization, cloning going on to this day.
• Ed, Randi, Stephanie Miller talked of those involved in the Mega Churches, the “true believers” and the Bush
Clinton Crime Family and they are claiming to pull of the end times story where Ted Cruz believes he
has been annointed as a king; Michlelle Bachman thinks she hears the voice of god. Mick Huckabee and
Glen Beck are involved:
• what they say is not coming from the Office of the Christ. We are all creator gods, like Mother; it is not
us vs them.
• We are in midst of this eclipse, the energies are intense – the folks who have been playing both sides
against the middle have little room left.
• Randi Rhodes had 5 callers say “Accountability” and putting heads in duffle bags.
• Mother has said you will get your pound of flesh: we are watching the end of a cycle that is so huge, we see
only 1/32nd of it. As Rana Mu says, when N gets announced, things will change.
• More and more stories about ships coming out about the interaction between people and the ships.
• The old stories are passing away as we step into our mastery.
• Talked to Rana Mu by phone: what we are experiencing is the shattering of the illusion.
• Mr Obama is getting things done and though it might seem like too little, too late, it is the only story
since the time he came into office and all the orbs showed up.
• Ranu Mu said he is about to make his move: what it will look like: he will hold a press conference and
start talking about our friends. Rama suggests it might be by bringing up the 2 mile high structures on
Mars, or that it is not global warming, it is climate change due to the movement of the planets.
T: every single scientist and spiritual person is saying that the heating of the planet is human caused. She knows
that Mother Earth and Father Sky would never make the changes by having so many people killed as a
result.
R: agrees. There are things going on in the local galaxy that are changing things, and the scientists do not
understand the hyper dimensional physics at play.
T: we need to know more as our bodies cannot adjust too fast. Homes destroyed in Australia, New South Wales
where it is so hot and with brush fires.
• A demonstration in France by students who are demonstrating because a 15 year old Roma young lady was
thrown out of France & sent back to Bosnia, even though she was born in France! They are calling for
rules to be changed and for the resignation of the interior minister
• The top Syrian generals James Jamal – in charge of Milityar Intelligence was killed
• They want to nail Rafi Kariri of Palestine who was killed by Bush Jr: – who could prove it now he is dead?
• Heard that John Kerry is a clone and wanted to kill Bashir Al Assad and have the people believe he was the
one who used the gas on his people. It was John McCain who went to Israelis
T: to focus on the beautiful things
Audio: UFO sighting false flag event created by government?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-7y2uX8j4Sw

Published on 12 Oct 2013
Dr. Greer joined Blake Cousins & Dr. J Andy Ilias live on Thirdphaseofmoon radio October 10 to
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talk about amazing information. Watch Part 2 Click Link! http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=xNUqgC... Everything from contacting ET's teaching people to contact for themselves & just as
importantly, to know the difference between the real ETs & the false flag ET's possibly brought by
the government to scare people away from contacting the friendly ETs who are waiting for us to
have open contact. This & so much more on this amazing interview. See Dr. Greer's info on
www.siriusdisclosure.com & check out his ET Contact Tool app for all smartphones & tabletsDr
Greer – pioneer of Disclosure
Audio: The Republicans picked an unnecessary legislative fight with the President, and they lost!
http://www.nbcnews.com/id/45755883/ns/msnbc-the_last_word/vp/53310776/#53310776
• Ed describes it: every month since BO was in office, jobs have been added
Conference Call
Caller: offers to help with R's tooth – energetic healing
Helped Rama with his tooth
T: what she played earlier: the Tea Party bunch were also related to the Libertarians. One of the Koch Bros ran
for president in the 60s and Barry Goldwater on the Libertarian ticket: Thom Hartmann has said that the
Libertarian and the Tea Party are the same thing; just hid the Libertarians under the new name.
• Caller talks of the petition about Nesara: Tara talks of the on line petition that was messed with: the numbers
went up and download
T: there needs to be arrests first, otherwise nothing is achieved.
T: Last night, Chris Hayes had a good piece about Mitch McConnell and the little piece of legislative language
that was slipped in at the last minute.
http://video.msnbc.msn.com/all-in-/52648273#52648273
• Chris asks if Mitch McConnell broke his pledge to not take ear marks?
• Lamar Alexander gave Mitch an alibi
T: info from Centre for Constitutional rights: Michael Rattner is Julian Assange's lawyer
• Says that the secret gov't is hitting whistle blowers with a sledge hammer now
• A real battle between secrecy and openness
T reads notes she has transcribed about the discussion related to laws being considered for whistleblowers and
people like Erin Schwartz who merely downloaded some information for use by students: he was not
whistle blowing, merely wanted to make information available to all – information that would be useful to
students.
• There were several people on the panel
Music
Mother Sekhmet
[Mother's appearance is short; Rama was not feeling well.]
Greetings in the Light of the Most Radiant one; In the Office of the Christ and only in the office of the Christ, we
invoke the loving energies of St Germain and the Violet Flame.
T: asks for undying persistence to make the decision to go higher; to go home
Greetings:
• Another day on Planet Earth! Indeed, as we can say, there is so much to be grateful for in the moment.
• Pay no attention to the life forms who hold no power: they are shadows on a screen that represent
ancient history. We would say that all of what we are going through at the moment is a divine story of
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how you become instruments of thy peace.
• That is how this story gets healed: first and foremost as we are insturments of thy peace.
• The energies are quite intense with the eclipse; the only way to get through this is to send them more love: it is
a most intense time FOCUS ON LOVE; THIS IS THE KEY ISSUE ON HOW TO GET THROUGH THIS.
T: the ability of these ones to continue have been thwarted by the backlash and exposure of their lack of
compassion.
Mo: they have one intention: to reduce the population for their agenda. This does not include us.
• It is an ancient story: like Dr Greer said, they do not hold a candle to us!
T was speaking to the article that Joey Chan was talking about on America Tonight, on Thursday night.
• Cindy was talking aobut the huge glut of information the NSA is collecting
• The computer fraud and abuse act is being used against the American people: would it not be a good
thing to use it against them?
• Cindy agreed: if you step out of line with your computer, you are in jail for 25 years!
T adds: they have used this for murder!
• Cindy: there is a big disconnect between the way they use the computers and the way people do
• Both sides needs to be addressed – the ESS has been trying to stop the NSA
• It took a great bit of courage for Joey Chan to bring this up!!
Mo: they hold no power: they use the energies of creative primal force: they have violated cosmic law and she
comes now as the one before the gods were here, to level the playing field because we are all one
family – as one cub is out of line, it affects the whole pride. So we must make right what is not on our
planet.
T: the part that the people can play must be played, she will not do it herself. Mo: Correct!
T: T's biggest concern is the radiation is going off the scale now!
Next Part of Dr Greer: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xNUqgC...
• he has amazing material on the website
• we are at the intersection of interstellar, trans dimensional
• These ones want macro economic power across the whole planet: we are stuck in a paradigm for the
late 19th and early 20th centuries.
• We know it is true that Obama knows the whole story
T: another story on Democracy Now today: getting after Barack in every other sentence
• The Black Ops sabatoged the online technology of the health care act
• There are 26 states that won't extend Medicaid to their people – about 9 million people!
Egypt: what is happening is a horror story: there is a surplus of the bigger instruments of death [tanks,
etc] what is needed is plenty of parts and the operation keeps going because there is a Black Ops
going on behind the scenes.
Audio: Thom Hartmann and Conversations with Great Minds – Dr Joe Romm, a climate scientist
Full Show 10/18/13: Obamacare Roll Out As Bad As Fox 'News' Says?
Tonight's "Big Picture Rumble" discusses how Obamacare seems to only not be working well in red
states, the fate of the Tea Party and a new study linking air pollution to cancer. In tonight's
"Conversations with Great Minds" Thom talks with Dr. Joe Romm, the Founding Editor of Climate
Progress and author of the book "Language Intelligence."
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• Dr Joe Romm compares the disinformation methods used by the tobacco industry to the
methods used by the climate change deny-ers.
Thom: presents the information that shows the Republicans had planned to shut down the gov't a long
time before it happened.
Thom: on Ted Cruz' father who is a mega church minister who has anointed Ted as a king: he reads the
prayer ceremony in which Ted was anointed
• Ted Cruz is buddy with Paul Waywich, a mentor; worked with Ted Cruz in 1999; he was part of the legal
team that argued ??
• the audio played of Weyrich shows that he thought regular people should not be voting
Paul Weyrich - "I don't want everybody to vote"

http://www.youtube.com/watch? v=8GBAsFwPglw

Uploaded on 8 Jun 2007
Paul Weyrich, "father" of the right-wing movement and co-founder of the Heritage Foundation,
Moral Majority and various other groups tells his flock that he doesn't want people to vote. He
complains that fellow Christians have "Goo-Goo Syndrome": Good Government. Classic clip from
1980. This guy still gives weekly strategy sessions to Republicans nowadays. The entire dialog
from the clip:
"Now many of our Christians have what I call the goo-goo syndrome — good government. They
want everybody to vote. I don't want everybody to vote. Elections are not won by a majority of
people, they never have been from the beginning of our country and they are not now. As a matter
of fact, our leverage in the elections quite candidly goes up as the voting populace goes down."
This video was produced by People For the American Way:
• Ron Paul's political strategy is to roll back gov't in every area of life.
• Thom talks of what happened to the men who signed the Declaration of Independence
• the really rich fled to Canada
• Ron Paul, Ted Cruz are serious about this: kill off government, let the billionaires run the show, they
know what they are doing!!!!
Audio: much of Thom Hartman's radio show today – wide variety of topics.
Audio: Max Keiser

[KR511] Keiser Report: Walmart & Wall Street’s Sugar Daddy

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L12QKvZKEUE&feature=player_embedded
We discuss the EBT ‘free lunch’ card chaos at Walmart when an ‘unlimited’ benefits glitch causes
card holders to pile shopping carts high with ‘free’ goods, while on Wall-Street, the ‘free lunch’ card
of Quantitative Easing has caused a similar misallocation of capital into property and toxic debt
instruments. Finally, they discuss the world about to shut off America’s ‘free lunch’ card, otherwise
known as the Exorbitant Privilege’ of having the world’s reserve currency. In the second half, Max
interviews Alasdair Macleod of GoldMoney.com about the $640 million sell order of gold. They
also discuss Alasdair’s new theory on money supply (FMQ) and his differences with Professor
Fekete, a recent guest on the Keiser Report, regarding whether or not there is deflation.
Reading: D'yanni Ywahoo

Voices of our Ancestors

Closing: Rainbird
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INFORMATION RELATED TO THE NOTES
2013, Oct 17

Did McConnell score a kickback in the budget deal?

by Ed Morrissey

Well, Kentucky scored some government cash, or at least might have with an addendum to the ReidMcConnell bill that has conservatives steamed. Eric Pfeiffer at Yahoo News reported on it last night,
shortly after the House took up the bill and eventually passed it with significant Republican support:
However, the nation’s leading Republican senator came out of the deal far from empty
handed. That’s because it’s been reported that Senate Republican leader Mitch McConnell
secured language in the new government funding bill that includes nearly $3 billion for a
dam project in his home state of Kentucky.
According to reports, a provision in the funding bill includes $2.918 billion in funding to
the Army Corps of Engineers to install locks as part of the Olmsted Dam and Lock
Authority Project on the Ohio River.
A recent investigation by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch found that the project has run millions
of dollars over budget and should have been completed “years ago.” The U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers estimates thatthe project will not be fully complete until 2024.
The Wall Street Journal has more on the project:
One of the few groups to get extra money was the Olmsted Lock and Dam Authority, which
is being developed byURS Corp.URS +1.27%, a construction management company that
develops projects for the government. The lock and dam, which is under construction on
the Ohio River between Olmsted, Ill., and Monkey’s Eyebrow, Ky., would be authorized to
receive $2.92 billion, up from $775 million. The company says the dam is one of the largest
civil works projects ever undertaken by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and will replace
two of the original locks and dams completed in 1929. Construction will stop without more
money, according to a summary of the bill.
Note, however, that phrasing, which is more accurate in the WSJ than in Yahoo. The provision raises
the scope of potential funding for the project, but doesn’t actually appropriate the funds. The
Washington Post notes the difference:
The provision does not allocate $2 billion; rather, it raises the cap for the amount Congress
could allocate later. President Obama asked for it in his 2014 budget, and both the House
and the Senate had passed bills allowing the increase this year. The House did criticize the
Corps of Engineers, saying if it had managed the project better there would not be the need
for the “massive increase” in funding authority.
The project, authorized in 1988, is intended to replace two locks and dams that were built in
the 1930s.
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So who asked for the raise in the cap? McConnell’s team said the request didn’t come from them:
It’s true that McConnell had requested “earmark” funds for this project in the past,
according to a database of such requests kept by Legistorm. Did he request that its inclusion
in Wednesday’s Senate bill?
“No, he did not,” Don Stewart, McConnell’s spokesman, said in an e-mail message.
Yeah, well, that’s not exactly a credible position, either. This isn’t an earmark, but it’s similar, and it
was standard operating procedure for legislators to swap requests for pork in order to maintain some
political cover. McConnell may not have requested it this time, but he’s pushed for it in the past, and it
seems pretty convenient that it ended up in this bill. The question Cui bono? is never a bad one to ask
in these situations.
On the other hand, Harry Reid was defending the cap raise yesterday after it got noticed:
Mr. Reid told reporters that it would have cost the government more if it withheld the
money. When the Senate Appropriations Committee approved the money earlier this year, it
said that abandoning the project was not a viable option and that it would be cheaper to
finish the work than to simply replace the two structures. Replacing the two existing
structures could easily exceed $3 billion, which would be in addition to the $1.7 billion that
has already been spent on replacement work, a Senate report found. The project was first
authorized by Congress in 1988.
So did an unnamed Democratic Senate aide:
If the program had to be shut down and then restarted, one Democratic aide said, the “cost
to taxpayers would be an additional $80 million over the next six months, and $160 million
if the project were terminated for one year.”
That pressing deadline was the reason that the funding was included in this bill. “Senator
McConnell did not push for this provision,” the Democratic aide said.
Frankly, there’s so much bad blood between Reid and McConnell that I’d find it surprising to have
Reid taking one for the Senate Minority Leader over a pork-barrel project that puts him in dutch with
conservatives. Reid would like nothing better than to see McConnell fall to a Tea Party primary
challenger, in order to have a better chance to grab the seat for Democrats in 2014. I’m inclined to think
that Democrats want to spend the money here, but the economics of it are pretty laughable anyway.
We’re authorizing potential future appropriations of $2 billion to rescue the $1.7 billion already spent
in order to save $240 million? That sounds like Washington, regardless of which person requested it.
http://hotair.com/archives/2013/10/17/did-mcconnell-score-a-kickback-in-the-budget-deal/
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